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Our Philosophy

Trustworthiness and Creativity
Our corporate philosophy is “Trustworthiness and Creativity.”
These are simple words, but they are not easily put into practice.
These important words represent unchanging principles to which we will always be dedicated.

Our Vision

Unlock the future with the power of light
Unleashing the limitless possibilities of light.
Striving to brighten the human experience.
Focused, with purpose, on a better future for all.
THIS IS THE ESSENCE OF NIKON.

Our Qualities of Mind
Curiosity
We show our passion for progress through a wide range of interests to cultivate fresh ideas.

Acceptance
We warmly embrace diverse ideas and delight in differences among people and cultures.

Inspirational Power
We share our ideas with infectious enthusiasm to effect positive change in the world.
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NIKON REPORT has been prepared as an integrated report for the purpose of providing shareholders, investors, and a wide range of other stakeholders with a better
understanding of the Nikon Group’s efforts to achieve medium- to long-term growth
and corporate value improvements.

NIKON REPORT
(Integrated report)
NIKON REPORT communicates Nikon’s strategies for growth to
stakeholders through simple narratives.

Materiality and Completeness
This report explains the Nikon Group’s growth strategies in the form of a simple narrative focused on highly material information. More detailed information on the topics
touched on in this integrated report can be found on the “Investor Relations” and
“Sustainability” pages of the Company’s corporate website.

Non-Financial
Sustainability
https://www.nikon.com/about/sustainability/

Reporting Period
April 1, 2019–March 31, 2020
(This report includes information on some activities taking
place after April 1, 2020.)

Nikon provides detailed information on its social and environmental
activities through its sustainability reports and other documents.

Financial
Investor Relations
https://www.nikon.com/about/ir/
Detailed investor relations information is available in financial results
presentations and annual security reports.

Cautionary Statement
Forward-looking statements for plans, strategies, projections, earnings, and other performance
data contained herein are based on information currently available to the Company, and all
potential risks and uncertainties are taken into account. The Company asks that investors
understand that changes in conditions may cause actual performance to significantly differ from
these projections.
This report covers the activities of domestic and overseas Nikon Group companies, centered
on Nikon Corporation. In principle, the terms “the Company” and “Nikon” refer to Nikon
Corporation, while “the Group” and “the Nikon Group” refer to Nikon Corporation and its Group
companies.
As for the numerical values relating to the financial content of this report, figures displayed in
billions of yen are truncated, and figures displayed in millions of yen are rounded to the nearest unit.

